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C.L.C.G.
Official Opening of St. Patrick’s Park, Tempo
Sunday May 25th 2003
Programme
4.30 pm Band Parade - Band parade through the village accompanied
					by Club Under-Age Teams.
5.30 pm.

Ladies Challenge Match - Tempo v Trillick

6.30 pm
Blessing by Rev John Halton
			
Official Opening by Sean Mac Cague
				
(former president of C.L.C.G.)
715 pm. Senior Football Challenge for the Eamon Doherty Memorial
			
Trophy. - Tempo v Trillick
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CLUB CHAIRMAN
ADDRESS.
Looking forward to this historic day in the life of Pobal parish, I extend a very warm
welcome to you all. A warm welcome in particular to our distinguished guests, former
C.L.C.G President ,Sean Mc Cague, Ulster and Fermanagh officials,to our local clergy
and to our neighbours,the members of the Trillick St Macartens club .
It is at this moment that my thoughts turn to the many officials of the Tempo Maguires
club who had the foresight decades ago in the early 1940’s, to set the wheels in motion
to establish this club on a firm foundation. Happily some of those men are still present
with us today.
Over the decades there have been many projects to improve the ground and today we
have the major development which has been undertaken by Prunty Contracts. The end
product speaks for itself.
When the next phase of this venture is complete,with the erection of quality
floodlighting, the overall cost will be in the region of £300 000. Due to the generous
support of you all and with support from the Sports Council for N I and from Cumann
Luth Cleas Gael, the club will remain in a healthy financial position.
For myself, this dream has at last become a reality. It is with a certain amount of relief
that I want to thank my committee for their support and fund raising efforts during this
development.
May the Young Maguires of this present and future generations, enjoy every moment of
their time playing the games on this wonderful sod.
Sean Mac Giollarua.
Cathaoirleach.
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County Chairman Address
Tá áthás mor orm mar Cathaoirligh Coiste Condae Fhearmanach bheth annseo i
dTeampaill Deisil inniu. Ba mhaith liom Comhgháirdeas a dhéanamh le Cumann
lúthchleas Gael an Teampaill Deisil ar an ócáid speiséalta seo: oscailt fhoirmuil a
bpairce imeartha.
Today is a very proud day for the Gaels of Tempo as they witness the culmination of
their dreams in the official opening of their park. From the beginning of the 1900’s this
club has provided young men and women, boys and girls of the Parish with the
opportunity to be involved in healthy sporting activities of football and camogie. “A
club in every Parish”, was the founding fathers cry in 1884. “A playing field in every
Parish”, was the policy of the association in 1926. These gave youth a chance to display
their skills in games, provided Gaelic pastimes cultural and recreational and built up
pride in their locality. This splendid new development will stand as a testimony to the
hard work and dedication by the Gaels of Tempo who have provided an amenity which
will serve the club and its members for the years ahead.
I am pleased to be associated with today’s event and offer my sincere congratulations to
everyone responsible for bringing to fruition the dreams and aspirations of the Tempo
Club which will help to secure the future of C.L.C. G. in Tempo.
Seosamh Mac Sorn
Cathaoirligh
Coiste Co Fhearmanach.
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Miscellany
by Tommy Doherty

Intimately associated with Tempo Maguires since the 1930’s ,Tommy Doherty is the
grand old man of the club. “ A long, long time,”he mused, when asked for some words
on his dedicated involvement with the Maguires in the varying capacities of player,
administrator and dyed in the wool supporter. “ A big step in the 1950’s with the first
development of the park, especially with money not so plentiful but we set about the
task and I think we showed the way for the following generations. We left them a field
to be proud of and the present development is a first class effort and this will be
something for the next generations to continue to develop”.
First Team. The first Tempo team to take the field in the new development was the junior
side who played visiting Derrylin in the Erne Cup.
The team was,
Paul Colgan; Gary Donnelly; Eamon Fee; Hugh Breen; Pat McAloon; Stephen Cox;
Ciaran Murphy; Declan McCaffery; Seamus Breen; Donal Murphy; Vernon Murphy;
Conor Foy; Kevin King;Shane Breen;Gary Howe. Sub Ronan Owens.

Welcome to Trillick
Today we extend the warmest of welcomes to our neighbours from over the
mountain,(almost made a slip there!), Trillick St Macarten’s who have been our sparring
partners over so many decades. The demise of the tournament era plus the fact that
unfortunately for them, they are located in Tyrone has meant that our paths have not
crossed quite so regularly in the recent past. But today is an opportunity to renew
friendly hostilities and we hope that they will enjoy their visit.
The ‘Reds’ are a famed name in Tyrone football with a clutch of senior championship
titles secured and all in Tempo hope that in the near future they will return to
championship title successes.
We also wish them every success with their own park redevelopment project. A warm
welcome also to the Trillick Ladies Club who will play the Tempo Ladies in a game
scheduled earlier in today’s programme. Trillick ladies have always been especially
welcome in Tempo and many have crossed over the county line to join us!
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EARLY DAYS.
FIRST MENTION.
The first mention of GAA activity in Tempo was a brief note in the early part of 1904
in the columns of the Fermanagh Herald but it would seem that the claim that there was
an organised team was somewhat wishful thinking. A short period later, a letter writer
to the Herald, who appears to have been domiciled in Scotland, appealed through the
paper’s columns, “ to Mr D Flanagan and Mr McNeely to call a meeting of the young
men around Tempo. There was a time when Tempo, would have been first in the field,
when anything of the kind be required, regarding old Irish games and customs. I trust
the old spirit is not dead but only slumbering and it requires a little spark to kindle it into
flame once more.”

CORPUS CHRISTI 1906.
Thursday June 14th, the feast of Corpus Christi, was to be one of the most memorable
days in the early life of the club. A hurling festival was organised, the hurlers marching
from the Gaelic League grounds in a parade led by St Patrick’s Brass Band Irvinestown,
through streets, “densely packed from the forenoon.” The hurlers with their camans over
their shoulders moved to the ground owned by John Murphy of Beigh. Among those
taking part were players from St Molaise Irvinestown, Coa, Tummery, Ashwoods and
O’Neills. The event was followed by an Irish Ireland Day on June 28th, this concentrating
mostly on singing, dancing and music and the lengthy three hour programme was
presented on a stage erected behind the town school. A hurling game however was also
part of the day’s event with local hurlers taking part in what was presumably a challenge
match.

FOUNDING FATHERS.
The club was put on an official footing for the first time in September 1906 when it was
decided at a meeting of those interested, to affiliate the club and compete in competition
to be organised by the county board over the coming winter. The members named who
were present on that historic occasion were; F Kiernan; P Murphy; J Bannon; P
Gallagher; A Fee; J Slevin; J Grey. The first official fixture, or the one which can be
verified by a press report, came in November of that year when visiting Red Hands of
Lisbellaw won by eight points to seven.
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COUNTY HURLING FINAL.
A milestone event in the history of the fledgling club was the hosting of the county
hurling championship final on January 26th 1907, the venue being the field which has
been known ever since in the Beigh district of the parish as , “the hurley field”. Arthur
Fee, who was deeply involved at club and county level in aiming to develop the growth
of Gaelic Games, was the referee for the game which saw O’Neill’s defeat Irvinestown
by sixteen points to three.
A meeting of the Co Board was held after the game in Murphy’s homestead and this was
followed by a ceili hosted by the Eire Og club in Murphy’s Hall. At this stage of the
county development , Tempo clubmen were active on several fronts. Arthur Fee was
elected secretary of the North Fermanagh Board while Mr Keenan refereed the St
Patrick’s Day challenge game between East and West.

STREAMLINING.
Eire Ogs, were soon to feel the strain of attempting to field both football and hurling
teams in their first full season and at a May club meeting in 1907, with JJ Keenan in the
chair, it was decided to concentrate solely on hurling. At this meeting , the first which
we have some reasonable detail about, JJ Doogan was elected captain of the club
replacing Arthur Fee who retired due to business commitments. PJ Halpin was elected
vice-captain. The term captain was used in the newspaper report but one would assume
that this, in modern day usage would refer to the position of chairman. Joseph Murphy
of Kilnambraher was elected as secretary and James Murphy of Beigh was treasurer.
This year, 1907, was to be the highpoint with enthusiasm flowing and a series of
competitive games were played. But thereafter there was to be a rapid and serious
decline. The club clearly more or less went out of existence, the final mention of it being
that C Devanney and E O’Kiernan attended the December County Board meeting. For
the next decade or so, there was apparently minimal activity, certainly not sufficient to
warrant newpaper reporting.
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TROUBLED TWENTIES.
TROUBLED TWENTIES.
GAA activity in Tempo was at best sporadic during the 1920’s, a decade which had
opened with the War of Independence, the partition of the country and a Civil War in the
newly established Free State. There was a period when the Fermanagh County Board
itself ceased to function as sport took a back seat until matters eventually began to settle
down after what had been a traumatic era.
The GAA in the county was taking a firmer foothold, eleven clubs in 1924 increasing to
26 at the end of the decade. For whatever reason, it was proving a problem to form a
club in the Tempo area though there was always activity of some kind ongoing.
1925 At a parish sports held on May 17th, a lengthy programme also included a football
game which was won by neighbouring Killyrover. The newspaper report does not
mention who the opposition was, but in all likelihood it was a Tempo selection.
1928 A seven aside competition was organised in October with teams from Fintona,
Eskra, Mullaghafad, Tullyrain and Drumsna taking part, the competition being hyped as
one which would see the leading teams in Fermanagh and Tyrone taking part for a set
of gold medals. No gold medals for the Tempo team however as they were beaten in
their opening match, but at least there was evidence of definite participation.
1929 Gaelhad columnist in the Fermanagh Herald commented positively that, “ a team
from the Tempo area is about to be affiliated”. This proved to be not that far off the
mark as in September of that year the fixtures for the Eastern Division junior
championship featured the club scheduled for games with Coonian and Aghalurcher.
There is no record of these games being played but presumably there must have been
some activity for the club is featured in fixtures for the remainder of the year and in
December , at an Eastern Division meeting held in Maguiresbridge, the Maguires were
represented by Paddy McCarey and Rev Fr McHugh CC.

PERSONAL MEMORIES OF THE 20’S.
by Patrick McGranaghan,
“ I remember around 1922/23 in the Lair field, crowds of men playing. I also remember
two strange men there , a sergeant and a constable, obviously there as observers. A venue
that was used was McCusker’s Holm in Imeroo with an improvised side from Tempo
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playing Toneyglaskin. Quite often it was just a gathering of men over the next six to
seven years.
Frank Rice who had been in the Free State army was always trying to get games
organised and others involved were Frank Lynch, Jim Doogan, Joe Beatty, Dinny and
Paddy Rooney. Sports days in the parish were common in the 1920’s and at them there
would be badly organised football matches. The team was known as Tempo Maguires
right from the start.”

Willie Doherty.
“My earliest memories would have been of soccer, gaelic and sportsdays played in
places such as Elliotts Bottom at Tattenweir Bridge and in McGrenaghan’s field.
Bracken’s Holm was another venue, three days turf cutting was the rent. Quite a number
of men were regular players though there was no regular competition.
Names that I recall included Tommy Durnien, Micky and Packie Slevin, Tom
McGrenaghan, Dinny and Kevin Bannon and Tom Fee.
The jersey of my earliest memory was white with a green stripe though not everybody
had a jersey. You could say however that the gear was not good.”

EXECUTIVE.
EXECUTIVE AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS.
The officers of the club elected at the AGM held on December 8th 2002 are,
Chairman John McElroy; Vice Chairman Seamus Breen; Secretary Damian
Campbell; Assistant Secretary Shane Breen; Treasurers Artie Breen and Declan
McCaffery; PRO Damian Campbell; Irish Language Officer Paul Campbell;
Youth Officer Peter Bogue; Membership Officers Shane Breen and Declan
McCaffery; Senior team management John McElroy; Junior team management
Declan Breen; Shane Breen and Seamus Breen; Co Board Delegates Damian
Campbell and Artie Breen. As well as the above the following members attended the
meeting:
Jim Breen; Kevin King; Eamon Fee; Thomas Dunne; Billy Donaghue; Declan
Campbell; Gary Donnelly; Tony Murphy; Pat Kelly; Tony Kelly; Cormac Rice;
Gerry McNally; Malachy McNally; Thomas Breen; Damian Breen; Gary Howe;
Michael McCaffery; Hugh Foy; Kevin Bogue; Brendan McCusker; Ciaran
McElroy;Canon Marron; Paul McCann;
Apologies were received from Gerard Fee; Sean Breen; Ignatius Meehan and
Michael Murphy.
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THIRTIES PROGRESS.
THIRTIES PROGRESS.
The 1930’s was to see football being played on a much more organised basis and there
was an identifiable club in operation, though on an admittedly sporadic basis. In a sense
it was a case of two steps forward followed by one back. But by the end of the decade,
there had been sufficient foundations laid that when the next major attempt was made to
establish the Maguires, there was at last to be success.
The decade had not opened particularly promisingly and in local GAA newspaper
columns there was no mention of Tempo, though clubs were alive in neighbouring
Coonian, Coa and Cavanacross and presumably interested Tempo players were involved
with there. The first signs of a new beginning surfaced in 1932 when the club was
affiliated to the Eastern Division and a number of fixtures were published ,with
Cavanacross, Aghalurcher, Newtownbutler and Killyrover among the listed opposition.
Unfortunately subsequent newspaper reports were skimpy to say the least though one
game, that against Newtownbutler noted that, “ it was a game with hardly a foul” while
another against Ederney had the comment that, “ rough play was noticeably absent.”
You can decide for yourself about those remarks, some dewy eyed reporting even in
those days, I would think.
The years 1933/34 were to see the most consistent participation so far in competition
and it is in the Spring of 1933 that the name Tempo Maguires first appears in print. There
is even a team lineout printed, the team that apparently were so well behaved, as were
their opponents Ederney. The team was (sic);
Brennan (goals); F Rice; McGerry; J Brennan; P Droogan; E Jackson; TL Campbell; L
King; E Doherty; D Bannon;T Fee.
The club was competing again in the early part of 1935 but it appears to have been a
shortlived affair and for the next few seasons there is no mention of the Maguires. The
next surfacing was in the way of an admonishment with the GAA columnist in the
Herald berating the lack of activity in the parish.
“ I am told,” he wrote, “ that an effort was once made in Tempo to start a GAA club and
that it fell through. Last Sunday I was in the town, a couple of dozen young fellows were
moving listlessly about the streets. Would they not have been happier if that effort had
succeeded and they were playing a ball through a field. What about it, Tempo?”
The columnist under the nom de plume of “Toe The Line” returned to the topic shortly
afterwards noting that, “Tempo’s young men still stand on the street despite my
invitation”.
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The response was to be somewhat slow in forthcoming for whatever reason and those
who were interested in playing did so with neighbouring clubs, most notably
Cavanacross, who had Tom McGrenaghan, Eddie,Willie and Tommy Doherty and John
Cassidy on board.
Former Tempoman, Tom Fee who was to give a lifetime of service to the GAA in the
county, most prominently as a long serving county secretary,reminisced about the
decade which saw a number of attempts to establish a club on a firm footing flounder.
“Dinny Bannon was a guiding force in that era and Pat Doyle was the best full back that
we had. Tom Campbell came in 1932 to open his chemist shop, he was our first
goalkeeper and meetings were held in his house. Paddy Droogan was another who was
ever present.
In 1932 we all paid a shilling for the purchase of a ball and this collection would be
taken up on a couple of times per year. The jersey we had was green with a white sash
or band. In those days there would be very few one parish teams. There could well have
been makeshift team at every crossroads.
In 1934 we reached a Traynor Cup final against Irvinestown, the game played on St
Patrick’s Day but we were well beaten.”
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FORTIES FOUNDATION.
FORTIES FOUNDATIONS.
The autumn and winter of 1940/41 witnessed a growing momentum as discussions on a
formal and informal basis took place among a sizeable group of men with the aim of
relaunching the club. This time when the project was up and running there was to be
success. Among those who were involved were Arthur Fee and James Murphy, (almost
four decades on and both still promoting the GAA cause ), Eddie Kelly, Willie Doherty,
Dinny Rooney, Frank Rice ( another committed enthusiast), Packie Donnelly, Eddie
Jackson, Paddy McCarey and Tom Campbell.
It is understood that the first officers were, Chairman Eddie Kelly; Secretary; Paddy
McCarey and Treasurer; Packie Donnelly. The debut game was on Sunday February
23rd on McGranaghan’s Hill with Derrygonnelly, who had Tom Fee on board, as the
opposition for a challenge tie. The Harps got a standing ovation on their arrival for what
was to be a red letter day in the history of Tempo Maguires, for we have been in
continuous existence ever since.
The team on that historic day was; Tommy Durnien; Eddie Jackson; John Bogue;
Barney McCaughey; Frank Fee; Artie Fee; Stephen Cassidy; Mick Slevin; Neil
McCaughey; Phil McDonagh; John Cassidy; Dennis Bannon; Paddy McDonagh;
Packie Slevin; Johnny McNally; Dan McGurn; Frank Rice; Jack Cassidy; Anthony
McPhillips. The game ended in draw. Posts for the game had been supplied by the
redoubtable James Murphy and had to be carried over from his home in Bigh.
That season the team finished third in the four team division that they competed in, the
club organised a local tournament in September and went on to hold the first AGM in
January 1942. Among those who attended that meeting were, A Fee; P Gallagher; T
Campbell; P Slevin; T Durnien; E Kelly; F Fee; J Cassidy and P McCarey.
In the second full year of competition the team reached a divisional final but lost to
Belnaleck, one of the reasons advanced for the defeat being that, owing to the lack of
transport, most of the team had to walk to Enniskillen to play the game. The following
seasons saw the essential spadework being put in to establish the club on a firm footing,
the roots were sinking deeper and the spectre of collapse was steadily receding as the
decade advanced. There was no silverware yet forthcoming but that was of no real
consequence as the primary business was to make the club a healty, robust unit of the
Association. During the decade the team had featured briefly in senior grade much to
the chagrin of the chairman who ,in his report complained that this had been against the
wishes of the club but more importantly he was able to add that, “all fixtures had been
fulfilled.”
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Major Steps
Ground Advance
In the early 1950’s the team made little progress on the playing field and in fact there
was minimal prospect of any significant breakthrough being achieved. Yet this was also
the period when the club succeeded in taking one of the most important steps any club
was capable of taking, namely the acquisition of its own playing ground. Secretary Hugh
McCaffery in his annual report of 1954 had no doubts about the matter.
“During the year,” he wrote, “ we have made good progress by obtaining the lease on a
field convenient to the village from Rev P McCluskey PP on behalf of St Macarten’s
Diocesan Trust. This is in my opinion, the greatest achievement accomplished by the
club in recent years.” Acquiring these grounds set in motion what seems to have been a
never ending plan of improvement that continues right up to today’s historic event but
which is still only a step on the way.
Home base in the early 1950’s opened with the last season in Brackens Holm in 1951
before moving the following year to a field kindly lent by Mr Pat McCaffery of
Tattenweir. In 1953 came the move to the present site in Edenmore where the first home
league game was played on April 18th with Roslea the visitors. The result didn’t match
the auspicious occasion as the visiting Shamrocks clipped the Maguires by five points.
Incidentally the rent for Bracken’s Holm was three days turf cutting.Prior to that,
McGranaghan’s hill in front of the cross had been used and it would seem that the early
jersey used by the club was coloured red with black nicks but there was then a change
to green and white band jersies with white nicks. Pat McCaffery’s field was in use for
just one season before the move came to Edenmore and that was followed by the
proposal that an approach be made to acquire a long lease. The lease agreed was for 99
years and one intriguing aspect of the deal was that the Parish Priest would receive two
All Ireland Tickets each year.
Following on from the major development of 1957, there was a constant series of
initiatives undertaken throughout the next three decades. Further resurfacing and
levelling was completed in sporadic bursts with the present day dressing rooms perhaps
the most notable advance. But the old field was simply too small and all were acutely
aware that extra property simply would have to be purchased if the club were to have a
properly sized ground. Indeed there were times when it was felt that a new green field
site might be the only solution. But the best option was clearly the purchase of
neighbouring fields and thankfully this did become a reality in the mid 1990’s. The club
have a deep sense of gratitude to Canon Marron who was amenable to suggestions,
which would put the club in a position to set up a proposal , that would enable acquisition
of the property deemed essential for development
to proceed.
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GAA Flavoured Life
by Alfie McCaffrey

My first introduction to Gaelic football was in Dooneen Primary School in the 1940’s
where the late Paddy McCarey was principal. It was during Geography lessons, gathered
round a huge map of Ireland, that we learned about “The Kingdom”, the “Wee County”,
the “Lilywhites”, and of course, Cavan, who up to the 1950’s were the only Ulster
county capable of competing at the highest level, with the occasional exception of
Antrim and Armagh.
The “Master” was intimately connected with the GAA in Tempo since his arrival in the
parish from Scotstown, and he had a big influence in steering many of his pupils towards
the GAA. The first football match I attended was on McGranaghan’s hill adjacent to
McCaffery’s Cross and I cannot remember very much about it other than the fact that
Tempo were playing and that they won the game. They had some big players then, like
the late Tom McGranaghan, the Cassidy brothers, John and Stephen, Tommy Doherty,
happily still with us and Joe Breen from Cavanacross.
Going to St Michael’s in Enniskillen was a new experience and brought us into contact
with other boys, most of whom were from Enniskillen and who had had experience of
playing in Street Leagues. So the “country boys” had some ground to make up but
inside a couple of years we showed that we were fast learners. Due to the small numbers
in the school, we didn’t take part in any colleges competitions and my only experience
of playing for the college was against Carrick-On-Shannon Brothers College when we
were heavily defeated on our first visit but on our return some four years later, we more
than gained revenge.
About this time, 1950, we were fortunate to have a good supply of minor players in
Tempo and we won the minor championship. My primary school pals from Dooneen
made up most of the team, progressing through junior football before the breakthrough
into senior in the late fiftie’s. Outstanding players at that time were the Breens,
McNallys, Phil McCarron, Jim McKeaney,Tommy Doherty, Barney Carters and Pat
McAloon. We also had fine players from Cavanacross,viz the Cox and Curran brothers.
Our greatest achievement at that period was winning the first senior competition. During
the late fifties and into the sixties there was a lot of tournament football played and we
possibly hold a record as in one year alone we won five tournaments. I have fond
memories of playing in Trillick, Irvinestown, Ederney, Beragh and Carrickmore to name
but a few venues.
Summer Sunday sports days were also popular and there was always a football
tournament to round it off in the evening and again those events evoke happy memories.
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Being invited to participate in sports days in other parishes provided the opportunity to
play different opposition, one particular tournament being in Belcoo where we played
the Leitrim champions.
When I started to travel with Tempo teams, we generally boarded a bus at McCaffery’s
Cross and as well as cheering on the team we took care of their money, which was scarce
in those days. As we progressed and became more affluent, travelling by car became the
norm but I think a lot of the camaraderie has been lost and this is reflected on the playing
pitch where there is quite an amount of abuse meted out to teammates. I’ve also had the
pleasure and privilege of serving as County Treasurer for a number of years and also as
Vice Chairman in the company of men such as Tom Fee, John McElholm,Gerry Magee
and Frank Maguire, to name but a few. 1959 was memorable for us all with the county
winning the All Ireland junior. Phil Breen, “Big Phil”, was the only Tempo representative
on the team but it was his due as he was always a tower of strength for us at midfield.
History has a habit of repeating itself and the good minor teams of the sixties produced
the goods by winning the first senior championship and going on to win more titles. We
are looking forward to the present crop of minors who won the championship two years
ago to continue the trend. My association with Tempo Maguires spans fifty years.
Unfortunately my absence from the parish has curtailed my involvement but I am so
pleased to see the progress that has been made and the present fine grounds is a tribute
to all concerned, who have made such an outstanding contribution. And over the years
the club has supplied a fair sprinkling of players to the county team and has also
supplied administrators to the County Board.
Finally it would be remiss of me if I did not mention the late Canon Peter McCluskey
who facilitated the lease of the present grounds from the parish to the club and also to
my late brother Hugh, who was, I am led to believe, the first person to initiate the idea.
They have gone to their eternal reward and may they and all the deceased players and
officials of the club rest in peace and here I am thinking especially of players from my
generation, “Wee” Phil Breen, Willie Carters and Eamon Doherty.
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Historic Year
1957 was the year which saw the first major redevelopment of the new grounds at
Edenmore and the committee which oversaw this project was comprised as follows.
Chairman Paddy McCarey; Vice Chairman Phil Breen; Secretary Tommy McNally;
Assistant Secretary Jim McKeaney; Treasurer Jim Breen ; Committee; Tommy Doherty;
Paddy McDonagh; Phil McCarron; Michael McCaffery; Eddie Maguire; Pat McAloon;
Johnny McNally; Gerry McNally; Packie McGranaghan; Barney Carters; Benny
Owens; Philip Breen; Jim Hughes; Jim Callaghan; Alfie McCaffery ;Tommy McCusker.
May 12th was the date of the official opening with an estimated attendance of some 4
000 present for the double bill programme that opened with a game featuring a Beleek
selection against a Lisnaskea selection, referee was Billy Charlton of Irvinestown. Main
game was the meeting of Cavan and Tyrone, the latter the current Ulster champions. The
challenge game had added interest due to the fact that the sides had met the previous
Sunday in a Dr McKenna Cup tie which Tyrone won handsomely by ten points. In this
game it was to be a much closer affair with Cavan edging through by a point on a
scoreline of 2-8 to 2-7.
Among the famous players in action that historic day were Tyrone’s Thady Turbett,
defenders Jim Devlin and Paddy Corey and forwards Iggy Jones, Jackie Taggart and
Frankie Donnelly. For Cavan among their lineout were Victor Sherlock, Tom Maguire
and Charlie Gallagher. Derrylin’s Paddy Maguire was referee. Official blessing of the
ground was by Bishop of Clogher, Dr Eugene O’Callaghan assisted by Rev P McCluskey
PP Tempo and Rev B Hackett PP Garrison. St Mary’s Silver Band provided the music.
The pitch was quickly in use with a big attendance turning up a few evenings later to
watch a minor league game between Tempo/Cavancross v Enniskillen Gaels. The
following Sunday saw the first adult game with Lack the league visitors. This was to be
a runaway win for the Maguires with the outclassed opposition managing just single
point, the honour of scoring that going to Willie Maguire, officially the first opposing
player to score on the ground. The pitch was to be the venue for a string of county finals
over the succeeding months beginning with the juvenile and minor deciders. Later in the
year the senior league final featuring Aughadrumsee and Belnaleck was played on the
ground and then the replay of the senior championship between Roslea and Derrygonnelly.
The first meeting of these two had been described as, “ one of the most fiercely contested
games ever seen in the county.” And this was one of the reasons why the game was
scheduled for Tempo.
The first game had been unfinished and the County Board chose the Tempo venue
because the fenced off pitch would make, “ certain that spectators won’t play as big a
part this time.”
Roslea won the title by 2-10 to 0-9 with Cavan official JP Reilly in charge. Meanwhile
the club were to have mixed fortunes in the league and championship. They lost the
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league final to Derrylin but there was to be triumph in the championship, a narrow one
point victory over Kinawley at Teemore
It had been an eventful and historic year. There had been great achievements and the
club was clearly moving forward with purpose, but there were still mountains to climb,
there still had been no senior trophy collected. That was the next target, the next pre
occupation of the Maguires.

COMMITTEE OF 1957. Back row from left: JOHNNY MC NALLY; TOMMY MC CUSKER; JIM HUGHES; MICHAEL MC CAFFERY;
BARNEY CARTERS; PHIL BREEN; BENNY OWENS; JIM MC KEANEY; EDDIE MAGUIRE; PACKIE MC GRENAGHAN; PADDY MC
DONAGH. Front row from left: GERRY MC NALLY; TOMMY DOHERTY; PHIL BREEN; JIM BREEN; PADDY MC CAREY; TOMMY MC
NALLY; JIM CALLAGHAN ; ALFIE MC CAFFERY AND PAT MC ALOON.

THE TEMPO TEAM THAT PLAYED LACK WHO WERE THE FIRST OPPOSITION ON THE NEW GROUND ON MAY 12TH 1957. (Back row from left to right);
Hugh Tinney, BENNY OWENS; JIM MC KEANEY; Eddie Maguire, BARNEY CARTERS; PHIL BREEN; GERRY MC NALLY; (Front row from left) PAT MC
ALOON; JIM HUGHES; JIM BREEN; MICHAEL MC CAFFERY; TOMMY MC CUSKER; Reggie Slevin, TOMMY MC NALLY. THE TEAM HAD A RUNAWAY
VICTORY OVER THE VISITORS.
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First Senior Title
THE FIRST SENIOR LEAGUE.
1961 was to be an historic year for the club as they at last made a breakthrough at senior
level winning the division one league crown for the first time. The season had opened
on a gloomy enough note with the transfer of a number of players to the new junior team
in neighbouring Cavanacross and the league campaign was to begin with an unpromising
drawn tie with Enniskillen. It wasn’t long before the first defeat surfaced, Derrygonnelly
the better side in a round four contest. Progress was to be somewhat erratic thereafter
and the team was to be forced into a play off situation with Enniskillen. This was to be
desperately close run affair, the team at one stage surrendering an early six point
advantage, before scraping home by a solitary point.
Meanwhile the championship hopes had been doused for another season. There had
been high hopes ignited by a handsome first round success over Irvinestown but
Newtownbutler had edged out the subsequent round match by a single point in a tough
tussle at Lisnaskea. So the league was the only avenue left and qualification from the
Western section brought the side into the final against Aughadrumsee at Emmet Park,
Lisnaskea on November 19th. The Fermanagh Herald report of the game declared it to
be a magnificent game with inspired football from over thirty dedicated men.
“For Tempo it was a glorious hour and a fruition of many hours of practice and many
seasons of effort. For Aughadrumsee it was a good hour for they gained for themselves,
even in defeat, a mantle of glory, often denied the victors of many games.Two better
teams had seldom contested a Fermanagh senior league final.
The sixty minutes were loaded with tension as first one side and then the other gained
the upperhand. Football was robust and fast and of the highest quality and up to the last
four minutes the scores and play were so close that the Canon Maguire Cup was
balanced on a razor edge and a slip of the hand or a blink of an eye could have toppled
it into either set of grasping hands.” The report went on to isolate individual
contributions, the ceaseless foraging of Artie Breen, the stalwart full back line of Tom
Curran, Jim Breen and Barney Carters, and for Aughadrumsee, the outstanding
defensive play of Ben Carey and Jimmy McCaffery, plus the usual dashing play from
Liam McMahon who had a hand in most of his teams scores. But the writer made special
mention of the midfield duel between Phil Breen and Enda Crudden. “When they rose
for the ball together, it was like the upheaval of a mountain, and upon this duel the match
rested in many respects. Phil was the mainspring of the Tempo machine and Enda was
the backbone of the Aughadrumsee team.”
The Maguires were to eventually triumph by four points but they had to stage a strong
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second half revival to achieve the success as they went in at the break a goal adrift.
Aughadrumsee had snapped up two goals in that opening period, the first to these
coming as early as the fitth minute when Eamon Maguire thumped home a rising shot
to the roof of the net.
Tempo responded with a goal in reply, Phil Breen fisting in a centre in the tenth minute
and they then crept into the lead with a pointed free. However it was Aughadrumsee who
finished the half on the sharper note and a goal and point ,the goal coming very close to
the interval, putting them into the driving seat. The third quarter was an evenly contested
one, the sides trading points before Tempo had a second goal that galvanised them into
a fiery closing spell that was to win them the contest. Substitute Jim McKeaney was the
man to get the rally up and running as he was in the right spot to fist home a cracking
goal that levelled the teams.
It was the signal for a renewed effort and the title was secured with the third goal, this
one put efficiently away by full forward Artie Breen. Still a lot of work to be done and
Aughadrumsee who had won the championship earlier in the year, were not to be denied
the double without a committed fight. They had a point from Liam McMahon to narrow
the gap to a single score but the final score went to the stronger finishing Tempo team ,
an insurance score from a Gerry McNally close in free kick. County chairman John
McElholm presented the trophy to team captain Phil Breen and in his speech the
chairman noted that it had been a long time since he had seen such an excellent game of
football.
Tempo.
John McElroy; Tom Curran; Jim Breen; Barney Carters; Pat Cox; Alfie McCaffery;
Pat McAloon;Phil Breen and Gerry McNally;Phil Breen; Artie Breen; Jim Curran;
Michael McCaffery; Patsy Breen and Frank McCaffery; Sub Jim McKeaney.
Referee Percy McCooey Monaghan.
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Tempo Ladies G.A.A. History
Established
Tempo Young Maguires Football Team was founded in February 1993 by Briedge Breen
and Sharon Moran. Since then our club President Tommy McNally has remained a keen
follower of Ladies G.A.A. Paul McNally, proprietor of the Nally Stand Tempo, kindly
donated sponsorship.
Initial interest was overwhelming thus training commenced with an excellent turnout
from all local areas, (including Tempo, Brookeborough, Trillick and Mullanaskea). To
begin with local males undertook management and training positions, contributing
greatly to the improvement and success of the team. The Ladies started strong and
continued to improve, remaining in the top four of division one over the last three years.

First Game
Tempo Young Maguires football team has their first competitive game on Sunday 30th
June 1993. Visitors, Derrygonnelly meet perfect conditions for the first ladies match in
Maguires Park, Tempo. Derrygonnelly got off to a great start and by half time were
leading by six points. However in the second half Tempo got back into the game,
thanks to vital goals and points scored by Sharon and Tracy Moran and went on to win
by four points.

Under-Age Success
Tempo Ladies Under-Age teams over the years have given a good account of themselves
on the field. November 1995 saw a very talented Under-16 team, win the Lady of the
Lake Shield in Irvinestown. Winning Captain that day was Clare McCaffrey.
More success for the ladies under-age came in September 1996 when the Young
Maguires beat Newtownbutler in the Under-16 Championship final at Donagh. The
honorary captain that year was Nuala Green, one of our Brookeborough girls who
received the cup from County Board chairman Tommy Bradshaw.

Senior Success
In 2001 the All Tempo Senior Ladies Team reached the Division two final against a very
determined Derrygonnelly team. The final score was Derrygonnelly 4-5, Tempo 4-2.
The score-line indicating a highly exciting and competitive game of football. However
in 2002 the team grew from strength to strength to achieve their first Division Two title,
by defeating a determined and talented Kinawley side. The final score was Tempo 1-8,
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Kinawley 1-3. This was a wholehearted performance, which showed the skill and talent
among this young side. Nerves overshadowed the first half with both teams hitting
wides, but Tempo lead by 0-2 to 1-0 at half time. The second half seen both teams more
settled and hungry to win. However Tempo’s persistence proved unbeatable with
endless determination displayed by players such as Eilish Johnston, Edel Campbell,
Teresa McGirr and Emma Clarke. Overall this was a great team performance showing
commitment and heart leading to Tempo Ladies achieving their long awaited victory.

Winning Team:

Aishling Johnston, Emma Clarke, Aileen Owens, (Capt.) Lisa McCusker, Eilish
Johnston, Vonnie Fee, Marion McElroy, Carmel McGirr, Teresa McGirr (0-3 all frees),
Carol McCusker, Cora Maguire (1-1), Edel Campbell, Nicola Crozier, Eileen Breen,
(0-2), Clare Crozier (0-1). Subs; Gemma Crozier (inj.), Nuala King (inj.), Lucy Fee,
Emily Fee, Orla Donnelly.
Over the years Tempo Ladies have had many of their talented players on senior, minor
and under-age Fermanagh county teams.
The present Tempo Ladies committee would like to take this opportunity to thank all
involved from the establishment of the club ten years ago. We would like to thank our
President, past managers, trainers, sponsors, committee members and our supporters.

THEN AND NOW.
CHANGED TIMES.
The present development has cost in the region of £250 000 and is by no means the
completed article. Next up will be the installation of floodlights and there is a
variety of other tasks to be seen to, so there will be no let up in the years ahead.
The amount which has already been ploughed into the present development is
staggeringly high when compared to the finances of the club back in the mid 1950’s
when the first improvement scheme was launched. Financial details from that era
underline just how things have changed in the last fifty years.
In 1955 the club organised a raffle for the princely sum of £5 and took in receipts
of £35.2.3. Income from gates totalled £19.4.9 while referees cost 10/- In 1958 the
club ran a Gaelic Week, the forerunner of the tournament boom which was to
follow in the 1960’s and income from that was £72.15.5.
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Six finals.
SIX CHAMPIONSHIP FINALS.
The club has contested six senior championship finals, the first of these coming in 1958
and the most recent,a shade short of four decades later, in 1997. The record is three
triumphs balanced by three defeats.

1958 - Roslea 2-6 Tempo 1-2.

The team reached the clubs first ever senior decider by surprising themselves and the
rest of the county by putting nondescript league form behind them to storm their way
past Teemore, Belnaleck and Irvinestown to earn the ticket to tackle a famed Roslea
side who were bidding for a fourth successive title. The game was played in bright
sunshine at Lisnaskea but it was not to be a bright day for the Maguires. The match
report noted that. “the scoreline did scant justice to the Tempo effort, early chances were
missed and the team underwent a bad third quarter. The defence was generally good
enough though the two goals they conceded were softish. But it was really in attack that
Tempo lost the day.”
The team began promisingly enough with an early Michael McCaffery point but it was
Roslea who were to emerge as the stronger side as the half advanced. They hit a goal
and couple of points to move into a lead that they were never to relinquish. On the restart
the Shamrocks strode further ahead with a second goal, this one a fine individual effort
from Owen Clerkin and that was basically that. Tempo did manage a last quarter rally
with a point from Jim Hughes and a goal from Michael McCaffery but there was no
question of them overhauling a confident champions.
Team.
Tommy McCusker; Benny Owens; Jim Breen; Barney Carters; Pat Cox; John Cox;
Jim Cox; Phil Breen and Tom Curan;Jim Hughes; Alfie McCaffery; Gerry McNally;
Jim Curran; Phil Breen and Michael McCaffery.

1965 - Devenish 2-5 Tempo 0-5.

Passage through to the second final was earned with an opening round win over
Derrygonnelly followed by a semi final success over Irvinestown. The venue for this
game was Tempo ,the teams agreeing to toss a coin, and home turf was obviously needed
for visiting Irvinestown were just beaten on a scoreline of 0-7 to 0-6. All conquering
Devenish with the incomparable PT Treacy on board were the opposition and they had
already plagued Maguire ambitions in recent seasons as they beat us in two league finals
in 1962 and 1964. They were to shatter hopes once again as the Maguires failed to
deliver on the occasion that counted. The Herald report had little doubt as to where the
fault lay, remarking, “ that never before did a Tempo team waste so many easy scoring
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chances.” First half points came from Eamon Doherty to cancel out a quick PT Treacy
opening shot and in the middle stages of the half, three more were added on, in the midst
of which was a string of other missed opportunities. The team led by a point at the
interval and in the third quarter the match remained delicately poised, Devenish creeping
in front with two scores. There was to be more hopeless shooting from the ill fated
Tempo attack before the roof caved in when Devenish plundered two goals, put away
by Michael and PT Treacy. Tempo’s sole score of the second half did not come until four
minutes from time and the dream of the New York Gold Cup coming to the village for
the first time would have to be postponed for at least another year.
Team.
John Owens; Michael Breen; Jim Breen; Tom Curran;Damian Campbell; Phil Breen;
Pat McCaffery; Hugh Connors and John McElroy; Eamon Doherty; Artie Breen;
Eugene Tunney; Seamus McCusker; Patsy Breen and Alfie McCaffery.

1970 Tempo 2-15 Belcoo 0-4.
This historic championship season began appropriately enough, in the light of what was
to happen over the succeeding five years with a hardfought one point victory in the
opening round over the then reigning champions Teemore Shamrocks. A see saw game
had seen Tempo hold comfortable leads on a couple of occasions only to be hauled back
by tenacious Teemore who hit five points in a row in a nervejangling finish. Round two
was against Enniskillen in Irvinestown and here the team, without hitting the heights
that they had done against Teemore, won easily, the Gaels shooting two late goals to put
respectability on the scoresheet. The quarter final brought a return to the Gaelic Field
and the opposition was the previous seasons beaten finalists Irvinestown. Tempo
generally held the upperhand and moved on relatively easily with a seven point winning
margin.
October 11th in Irvinestown was to be the most red letter of days in the history of the
club as the title was claimed for the historic first time. Winning the first big one has a
special magic all its own. The final scoreline would indicate that this was a one horse
race, making it an anti climax, but that was most certainly not the case until some five
to ten minutes after half time. Powered by county player Eamon McPartland, Belcoo
played some splendid football in the opening half and went in at the interval just a point
adrift. Mc Partland pointed an early second half free from his side but that was to be
their final score. Tempo stepped up a number of gears and produced a wonderful
performance, “the team worked like a magic machine and there was little that they could
do wrong.In the last quarter they gave a truly memorable display of classic football the
likes of which we have rarely seen in Fermanagh club games and which even the great
teams of the past would have had difficulty in withstanding.”
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Team
John Owens; Michael Breen; Ciaran Campbell; John McElroy; James Breen; Eamon
Doherty; Michael McCarney; Des Campbell and Seamus McCusker; Damian
Campbell; Adrain Campbell; Eugene Tunney; Brendan McCusker; Artie Breen and
Tom McPhillips; Subs Pat Kelly; Karl Donnelly; Tony Brennan; Gerry McNally and
Jim McPhillips.

1972. - Tempo 1-8 Teemore 1-6.
Irvinestown again the venue with the opposition this time being Teemore and by this
stage the county was gripped in the fierce saga that had developed between the
Shamrocks and the Maguires. Teemore had stormed back the previous year to relieve
confident Tempo of their double crown and the pay back time was due. Not surprisingly
there was a huge attendance at the St Molaise ground and they were not to be
disappointed. Tempo in fact had gone in as underdogs for they had already been beaten
twice in the league by the in form Teemore, but from the opening moments it was an all
fired up Tempo who dictated the pattern of the game though Teemore’s crown never
really seemed lost until the final whistle. In the anticipated hardfought contest there
were just to be two scores in the initial quarter, Jim McPhillips popping Tempo into the
lead in the opening minute, Peter Quinn levelling for Teemore at the end of the quarter.
Thereafter the scoring rate picked up to the break, Tempo bagging a goal and three

PANEL MEMBERS AND MANAGEMENT FROM SENIOR CHAMPIONSHIP WINNING ERA.
Back row left to right: JIM BREEN; GERRY MC NALLY; PAT KELLY; JOHN MC ELROY; ARTIE BREEN; CIARAN CAMPBELL; JOHN
OWENS; JAMES BREEN; DES CAMPBELL; MICHAEL BREEN; TOMMY MC NALLY;
Front row from left: KARL DONNELLY; DOMINIC CAMPBELL; MICHAEL MC CARNEY; TOM MC PHILLIPS; EAMON DOHERTY;
ADRAIN CAMPBELL; JIM MC PHILLIPS; BRENDAN MC CUSKER ; HUGH FOY;
Seated left toright: DAMIAN CAMPBELL AND FRANK MC PHILLIPS
NB NOT ALL PANEL MEMBERS WERE AVAILABLE WHEN THIS PHOTO SHOOT WAS TAKEN ,IT IS UNDERSTOOD IN 1974/75.
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points, the goal being supplied by Tom McPhillips and they were building a commanding
advantage. But that position changed dramatically in the lead up to the interval as
Teemore, displaying their famed determination hit back with a fisted goal from Gerry
Reilly and a point from Peter Quinn to close the gap to two at half time.
The arrival of Sean Quinn to midfield boosted Teemore in this sector but Tempo were
generally defending well. All through the half Tempo managed to stay the couple of
points in front in what was a tremendous battle between two fiercely competitive sides
and the match reporter noted that, “ seldom have two better matched sides fought out a
Fermanagh championship final.”
The teams were to clash just a short two weeks later in the league decider and the double
was completed with a 1-6 to 1-4 success.
Team.
Robert Slevin; Jim Durnien;Ciaran Campbell; Michael McCarney; James Breen;
Eamon Doherty; Dominic Campbell; Des Campbell and Seamus McCusker; Damian
Campbell;Adrain Campbell; Paul Campbell; Tom McPhillips; Brendan McCusker and
Jim McPhillips.

1973 - Tempo 1-12 Lisnaskea 1-5.
Happy hunting in Irvinestown once again for the Maguires who served up a brand of
fluent football that attracted the comment, “ in my book they are one of the best teams
to emerge from Fermanagh. There was no answer to the physical strength and perfect
understanding of Tempo in full cry. In the art of making full use of the spaces they had
little to learn.” Star of the Tempo attack was centre half forward Adrain Campbell who
led the sector with great drive and he was to shoot the goal with the intelligent roaming
of full forward Brendan McCusker amply rewarded with neat disribution coming in
from further outfield.
Back in the defence,the half back line was a barrier which the Emmets attack was rarely
able to breach and it was not until the dying moments of the game that Lisnakea
collected their consolation goal from Gerry McElroy. The challengers had begun in
positive style levelling twice in the early minutes to leave a scoreline of two each but
that was to change dramatically as the Maguires stepped up a couple of gears and the
game swung away completely from Lisnaskea. The heart was ripped out of their
challenge when a typically incisive Tempo movement that featured a clutch of players
finished with Adrain Campbell confidently beating goalkeeper Willie Moan. Lisnaskea
battled hard to stay in touch and did so to a general extent to be just three points adrift
at the break but the second half was one way traffic and the champions had plenty to
spare in the end. Unknown to all however on that memorable occasion it was to be the
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last New York Gold Cup triumph. We are still awaiting its return to Edenmore!
Team.
Robert Slevin; Jim Durnien; Ciaran Campbell; Michael McCarney; James Breen;
Eamon Doherty; Damian Campbell; Des Campbell and Seamus McCusker; Frank
McPhillips; Adrain Campbell; Jim McPhillips; Dominic Campbell; Brendan
McCusker and Tom McPhillips; Subs Paul Campbell.

1997 - Newtownbutler 1-10 Tempo 0-10.
It would have to be acknowledged from the outset that the Maguires were somewhat the
surprise packet of this championship. They had advanced at the expense of Erne Gaels
in the first round, the Belleek team the reigning league champions but in this contest
they were critically handicapped by the absence of the Gallagher cousins and the
Maguires availed of that to move through on a scoreline of 1-13 to 2-5. They were then
to create an even greater shock in the semi final as they dismissed a hotly fancied
Enniskillen Gaels team, romping into an early five point lead and never being headed
after that. They could even afford the luxury of missing a penalty before booking the
first final ticket in almost a quarter of a century with a 1-7 to 0-8 triumph. But unhappily
there was not to be a triplet of upsets though the team did come within a whisker of
achieving that against fancied Newtownbutler in the decider played at Brewster Park.
The First Fermanagh’s had the better of matters in the opening half against a hesitant
Tempo side but they had not been able to shake off a committed opposition and there
was just a slender two point margin separating the teams at the break. In the early part
of the second half, scores were traded before the sides were level at the threequarter
mark. Newtown then nudged ahead once more and that appeared to be that but this game
was going to have a sting in the tail. Tempo raised the excitement level to fever pitch
with three points in a sudden spurt , Donal McShea with his first touch, wing half James
Durnien supplying the equaliser and Brian Jackson slotting over a free to shoot the team
into the lead. It was fantasy stuff but disastrously it all fell apart in a frantic finale.
Newtown steered a place kick from the right wing into the heart of the Tempo goalmouth
as added on time beckoned and amid a flurry of raised arms the ball was fisted home,
Niall West being credited with the score. Back in front , Newtown then added an
insurance point to squeeze out a hard earned success and Tempo were left to rue a title
that had slithered from their grasp.
Team.
Paul Colgan; Arthur Kildea; Sean Breen; Thomas Dunne; Thomas Breen; Declan
Campbell; James Durnien; Barry McCaffery and Brian Jackson; Eamon Rasdale;
Stephen Owens; Damian Breen; Gerard Cassidy; Seamus Breen and Ciaran McElroy.
Subs Edwin Breen and Donal McShea.
Referee Gerry Lynch Roslea.
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Championship Winner 1973

Back row left to right: G McNally, D Campbell, A Campbell, M McCarney, A Breen, R Slevin (R.I.P), D Campbell, J Breen, B McCusker, J
McElroy. Middle row left to right: G Murphy, J McPhillips, T McPhillips, P Campbell, D Campbell (Capt.), E Doherty (Vice Capt.(R.I.P.)), J
Durien, F Phillips, H Foy. Seated: K Donnelly (R.I.P), G Doherty.

Eamon Doherty captained the breakthrough team of 1970. His memory is celebrated by
todays game for the trophy, The Eamon Doherty Perpetual Cup. The 1972 side was
captained by Michael McCarney.

UNDER 14 TEAM. Back row left to right: RYAN BOGUE; PADRAIG MC CANN; DEAN DONNELLY; RORY FOY; MATTHEW
JACKSON; DARYL KEENAN; TULOUGH COX; JARLATH CAMPBELL.
Front row left to right: PJ ROGERS; DANIEL MC NALLY; RYAN INGRAM; SHANE MC DONALD; NIALL MC CUSKER; MARK MC
CAUGHEY; OISIN MC CANN; EMMET MC CARRON; JONATHAN REID.
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Intermediate Champions 2002

Erne Cup Panel 2003

Back row left to right: *Shane Breen, Stephen McCaffrey, Neil Rodgers, Cathal McCaffrey, Gabriel Dunne, Barry McCaffrey, Pat McAloon,
Colin McCaffrey, Cathal Owens, Eamon Fee, John Owens, Gary Donnelly, Stephen Kelly, Seamus Breen. Front row left to right: *Declan
Breen, Gary Howe, Stephen Cox, Frank Kelly, Conor Foy, Brian McCaffrey, (Capt.) *Declan McCaffrey, Donal Murphy, Vernon Murphy, Neil
Donnelly, Kieran Love, Hugh Breen, Paul McCaffrey. (* = Co Managers)
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UNDER 16 TEAM. Back row left to right: BERNARD ROGERS; DARREN FOY; RYAN FOY; EMLYN CAMPBELL; ADRAIN MEEHAN;
THOMAS CAMPBELL; MALACHY MC NALLY; NIALL MC ELROY; DONAL SLEVIN; RORY FOY;
Front left to right: RYAN MC CAFFERY; JASON GALLAGHER; MARIUS MITCHELL; PADRAIG MC CANN; NIALL MC CUSKER;
CHARLES KELLY; DARYL KEENAN; CIARAN INGRAM; PAUL MC CARRON.

Fermanagh Feile Na Nog Winners 2002. Back row left to right: Barry Slevin, Niall McElroy (Capt.), Ryan McGrail, Ryan McCaffrey, Donal
Slevin, Padraig McCann, Ryan Foy, Bernard Rodgers. Middle row l to r: Paul McCarron, Jarlath Campbell, Daryl Keenan, Shane Gilmurry,
Rory Foy, Shane McDonald, Kieran Ingram. Front row l to r: Ryan Ingram, Oisin McCann, Daniel McNally, Niall McCusker, Ryan Bogue, PJ
Rodgers, Charles Kelly. Supporting the All Ireland Winning Banner: Mrs Martina Foy (left) Mrs Patricia Rodgers (right).
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IT BEGINS IN BRACKEN’S HOLM.
by Tommy McNally
One of my earliest memories is that of going to Bracken’s Holm to watch players such
as John and Stephen Cassidy, Tom McGrenaghan and Tommy Doherty with Cavanman
Billy Halton another of the big men of that era. Big, big men in every respect , men who
laid down the foundations of the present day club. Bracken’s Holm also had
“showers”,the nearby Tempo river providing that amenity, especially after games in the
summertime. It is a venue which I remember with fondness as it was the start of my
involvement with the GAA and it has been an involvement which has helped to give me
a full life.
Another memory of that long gone era was the horse racing which was a part of
fundraising ventures, aimed at collecting finance. And finance was important, for the
club was soon to embark on the first steps to providing a modern day pitch. There was
a huge step taken in the development of the club in the mid 1950’s when it was decided
to make a major improvement on the pitch in Edenmore. This was when finances were
much scarcer and it was a massive undertaking but there was an extremely dedicated
committee and the first full scale development was duly completed in 1957, leaving the
club with one of the best grounds in the county at that time.
Since then of course there have been many improvements over the decades, culminating
with the present ground which is a credit to the present day committee who are running
the club. The game and its organisation has changed greatly since my first involvement.
When I was a youngster there was no underage team in the club and young fellows
learned the skills by coming in early on match days to spend an hour or more just
kicking the ball in and out from goal. Paddy McCarey, a teacher in the parish would also
have made an input into giving us knowledge of the basic skills and rules of the game.
And there are the special memories of games and personalities. Many games of course
have slipped from the mind but there are those which you will never forget. There was
the first senior league title, won by beating Aughadrumsee back in 1961 and the first
senior championship crown in 1970, the pinnacle for any club at that time. One of
Tempo’s best ever footballers the sadly departed and deeply missed Eamon Doherty,
was appropriately enough the captain of that breakthrough team. A great loss to the club
in every way. That team also won a game which I will always recall, the defeat of the
legendary Crosserlough the long time Cavan champions in the Ulster Championship at
Breiffni Park. Games too against Teemore in the golden era of the early 1970’s are still
fresh in the mind. A great Maguires team faced by formidable opposition for the honour
of being champions of Fermanagh.
Tournament football provides another rich store of memory. So many venues,so many
different opposition and for me one of the most memorable was the star studded St
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Josephs Training College team whom we
beat in the final of the Augher tournament
on a never to be forgotten summer evening
in the late 1960’s.
I have also been involved at administration
and there I have had the pleasure of
working with dedicated men such as the
late Tom Fee, Gerry Magee, John
McElholm , Paddy Donnelly and Malachy
Mahon , the latter still happily with us. I
have mentioned Eamon Doherty as a
player and I would also like to note the
achievement of Ciaran Campbell who is
the only player from the club,so far at
least, who has played Railway Cup
football for Ulster. That was a tremendous
achievement, one which I am extremely
proud of. I have been asked why I gave so
much time and effort to the GAA but it is
TOMMY MC NALLY HOLDS THE PRIZED NEW YORK GOLD
CUP.
quite simple really. I just love the game
and have always done so right from those
days where it all began in Bracken’s Holm
and in Crieve school. It is a love which has remained with me and will always be there.
It has given me no regrets but a lifetime of sporting fulfilment. I have had the pleasure
and privilege of meeting a huge number of similarly interested people from all walks
of life and I wouldn’t have had it any other way. From Bracken’s Holm where the rent
was a day’s cutting in the bog and the showers in the Tempo river, to the present day
facility in Edenmore, has been a hugely rewarding journey.
I am so pleased and honoured to have travelled that journey.
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Three Intermediate Crowns
There have been three intermediate championship crowns collected but surprisingly the
first of these didn’t arrive until 1991. This competition of course had a relatively late
introduction in the club calendar with the first staging of the championship not
happening until 1962, the inaugural winners being the now defunct club of Lack. Lack
went on to form the core of the Ederney club who subsequently won the senior
championship, their only title, in 1968.

1991. Tempo 2-6 St Joseph’s 1-8.
The opposition had a whirlwind start to this contest as they raced in for a goal in the
opening minute from Owen Rushe and they soon added a point from Eugene McDonagh.
It was a battered Tempo side which struggled to hang on in the initial stages and but for
some woeful St Joseph’s finishing the game would surely have been over by the end of
the first quarter. However the Maguires gradually got a grip of themselves with captain
Gerry Murphy leading by example and they eventually were to work themselves back
into contention. They received a tremendous fillip just on half time when they snatched
a goal, wing half forward Shane Breen on the end of a deep centre, and his well struck
effort left just a point separating the teams at the break.
On the resumption the team was to continue to show improvement though at no stage
were they ever to push themselves into a comfortable position. The teams traded a series
of points over the next twenty minutes before Tempo struck the critical blow with their
second goal, this one fisted in by full forward Seamus Breen and that put them somewhat
more secure. But they still had some defending to do as St Joseph’s fought hard in the
closing minutes in an attempt to bridge the narrow gap. They had some scores but
Tempo held out for an historic first triumph in this competition.
Team.
Paul Colgan; Martin Breen; Sean Breen; Pat Cox; Brendan Fee; Michael Tierney;
Donal McShea; Gerry Murphy and Kevin Bogue; Barry McCaffery; Stephen Bogue;
Shane Breen; Barry Fee; Seamus Breen and Peter Bogue; Subs Cormac Rice and
Ciaran Campbell.
Referee Maurice Ferguson.

1996 - Tempo 2-10 Irvinestown 0-10.
The intermediate championship had been , to some extent the poor relation of club
competition inside the county, principally due to the fact that so few clubs were elegible
to participate in it. In this season the County Board made a major revamp and there were
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now eight clubs in the race making the competition a much more high profile one and it
attracted much greater publicity. Winning it was now undoubtedly a prestigious
achievement. This particular final was in fact the curtain raiser to the senior decider
which was to be contested by Devenish and Lisnaskea, the double bill at Brewster Park.
In reaching the final, Tempo had rode their luck, requiring a calmly struck last moment
penalty goal from Brian Jackson to earn them a quarter final replay with Derrylin and
they then scrambled their way into the semi final where they just got past Belcoo. Thus
the side were not looked upon as favourites and the accepted wisdom seemed to be on
the right track in the opening exchanges as Irvinestown swooped into a three point
advantage. In what was to be a generally pedestrian first half, Tempo steadily worked
their way back and by the interval they had eased a point in front on a scoreline of five
to four. There was a flurry of scores on the restart before a decisive blow was struck in
the 46th minute, Stephen Owens notching a goal and that was to more or less settle the
matter. Irvinestown did try hard to recover the situation but it was now an uphill
struggle for them and they were finished off with a late second goal, this one fisted home
by Seamus Breen. Back in the Tempo defence there had been promising displays from
the emerging Declan Campbell and James Durnien.
Team.
Paul Colgan; Arthur Kildea; Sean Breen (captain); Gerard Cassidy; Thomas Breen;
Declan Campbell; James Durnien; Barry McCaffery and Edwin Breen; Brian Jackson;
Damian Breen; Eamon Rasdale; Stephen Owens; Seamus Breen and Donal McShea;
Sub Martin McElroy.
Referee Gerry Lynch Roslea.

2002 - Tempo 2-9 Kinawley 2-7.
A close run thing in the end for hard pressed Tempo, the team just managing to hold on
for a slim two point success in a pulsating finish at Brewster Park against a Kinawley
opposition who staged a storming revival. Playing the better brand of football, the
Maguires eased themselves into a comprehensive ten point advantage and were
apparently coasting to a facile success. Kinawley just weren’t at the races for most of
the opening half but on the brink of the interval they grabbed themselves a lifeline by
scoring a snap goal, and in the second half after another indifferent patch, they finally
upped their game and forged their way back into serious contention. This committed
fightback brightened up considerably a game, which at one stage threatened to slide into
anonymity. Tempo dominated the early exchanges but after fifteen minutes had precious
little to show for their control. They were certainly playing with purpose and intelligence
outfield but the finishing touch was seriously lacking and all that they had managed was
two points from Kevin Gilmurray and Ryan Keenan.
The second quarter was to bring more profitable return with three quick points followed
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by a two goal salvo, Ryan Keenan and Conor Meehan the scorers and all seemed set fair.
The blip of a conceded goal, Kinawley’s Matthew Drumm stabbing home from close
range did not seem to be hugely important. On the restart two more Tempo points
appeared to cancel out the Kinawley riposte but they more or less lost their way after
that and a string of Kinawley scores, including a second goal left it the always vulnerable
two point deficit, a far cry from the comfortable ten points they had enjoyed just prior
to half time. And there was at least one moment of acute anxiety before full time as
Kinawley surged forward in search of the matchwinning goal. But Tempo hung on and
it was a deserved success for over the course of the hour they had been the better side
in most departments.
Team
Gary Howe; Conor Foy; Thomas Dunne; Declan Campbell; John Gilmurray; Damian
Kelly; Stephen Cox; Sean Breen and Edwin Breen; Paul McCaffery; Ciaran McElroy;
Conor Meehan; Dermot Curran; Ryan Keenan; Kevin Gilmurray; Sub Brian Jackson.
Referee Thomas Boyle Brookeboro.
TOURNAMENT.
TOURNAMENT HEYDAY.
The swinging 1960’s saw the heyday not only of the Irish Showbands but also the
mushrooming of the club tournament scene. Tempo were heavily involved in the
intensely active summer campaigns. Among the venues which cropped up on a
regular basis were Augher; Ballygawley; Beragh, Donaghmore, Trillick, Ederney
and Dromore.
Other places that the club visited for summer jousts were Maguiresbridge, Roslea,
Enniskillen, Brookeboro ,Irvinestown and Lisnaskea. One of the prime attractions of
tournament football was the opportunities to play clubs from other counties and
among the opposition faced were Donegal Four Masters, Ballybofey Sean
MacCumhaills, Ballinamore; Scotstown, Clontibret, Carrickmore,Coalisland,
Ardboe and Sligo.
One of the most memorable games , for not the best of reasons was a battle with
Castleblayney on a wet evening in nearby Maguiresbridge. There were many
excellent wins recorded over the years but one team held a hoodoo over the
Maguires and this was Carrickmore, who if memory serves correctly, were never to
be bested by us. But there were also some magical performances. The Augher
tournament was the seasons pipeopener, held in early May and it was an especially
happy hunting ground for Tempo who always fared well at Tyrone venue. It was at
Augher that the team claimed perhaps its most memorable triumph in tournament
football. This was in 1967 when the team beat Ballygawley in the first round and
then Dromore in the semi final. The final was to be a never to be forgotten occasion
with the opposition a superb St Joseph’s Training College packed with current
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(continued page 36)

Shoots of Encouragement
Over the past four to five seasons there have been increasing signs that there are grounds
for optimism that a successful era at senior level could again be achieved. At primary
school there were titles won in the all county primary leagues, a couple of division two
crowns before the premier division one title was claimed for the first time ever. There
has also been a series of successes in under 12 and other grades,before the key
breakthrough came with the capture of the minor championship A title two years ago.
This was the first success for the club in this competition for over three decades, the last
triumph had been in the late 1960’s and on that occasion it had been in combination with
our neighbours Brookeboro. This time it was ourselves alone and a number of that
excellent team are already featuring prominently on the current senior team.
Last year it was the turn of the under 14 panel to break new ground as they won both
the Feile na Nog event for the first time but also complemented that with the victory in
the first division league. The Feile final saw them facing a Derrygonnelly club who have
been at the forefront of youth football in the county for the past five seasons, producing
an apparently endless stream of fine talent which augurs exceptionally well for their
hopes at senior grade over the next few years. No doubt these players from Tempo and
Derrygonnelly will be getting to know each other extremely well in the future. The same
will surely apply to the Lisnaskea club whom we faced in a rousing league decider but
gained revenge for that by denying the Maguires an unprecedented clean sweep of the
under 14 trophies by defeating us in the championship. The Feile final saw the team
produce a tremendous performance in the second half to shoot ten unanswered points,
the teams having been level at the interval. In the league it was an early goal which got
the side up and running against a determined Lisnaskea and they won through by eight
points in a contest which was more competitive than that margin would suggest.
For the record the Feile lineout was.
Shane Gilmurray; Kieran Ingram; Ryan McCaffery; Charles Kelly; Padraig McCann;
Niall McElroy; Rory Foy; Ryan McGrail; Bernard Rogers; Ryan Foy; Daryl Keenan;
Donal Slevin; Daniel McNally; Niall McCusker and Ryan Bogue; Subs ; Oisin
McCann and PJ Rogers.
The minor team who had inevitably lost a number of the championship winning team of
the previous season did well to reach the division two league decider. Here they were to
lose to a committed St Josephs team in a replay, the chance of capturing the crown
having been missed in the first meeting.
The replay was to be a tight game which went into extra time. Once again Tempo looked
to have edged through but St Josephs who had battled well all through to keep
themselves in touch forced the game into thirty extra minutes with a levelling point on
the stroke of normal time, and as is often the case in these circumstances, the team that
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forces the added on time has the impetus. This was the situation here with St Josephs
generally the better and they were well worth their victory.
The Tempo team was,
Andrew Slevin; Ciaran Love; Anthony Rice; Damian McCaffery;Cathal McCaffery;
Damian Kelly; John Gilmurray; Conor Foy; Neil Donnelly; Neil Rogers; Shane Foy;
John Owens; Gabriel Dunne; Cathal Owens; Declan Donnelly; Subs Adrain Meehan
and Thomas Campbell.
And finally to the reserve team who came close to winning promotion to the first
division but who did end the year with victory in the top four beating Kinawley in the
final. This was something of a personal triumph for full forward Declan McCaffery who
contributed a tally of a goal and seven points in the 1-13 to 2-8 success.
The team was.
Damian Green; Hugh Breen; Eamon Fee; Gary Donnelly; Frank Kelly; Stephen Cox;
Pat McAloon; Conor Foy; Paul McCaffery; Sean Love; Vernon Murphy; Cathal
Owens; Brian McCaffery; Declan McCaffery and Donal Murphy.
The team in this Erne Cup competition have no shortage of players willing to play and
there is every prospect that they can achieve first division status for 2004 and hopefully
that will be in conjunction with the senior side.
Certainly the club have a great deal to anticipate in the coming months of 2003 with
senior promotion the primary target and there is the added bonus of competing in the
senior championship for the first time in several years. Extra reason to look ahead to this
is the fact that we are paired in the initial league section with reigning holders Enniskillen
Gaels and with Lisnaskea Emmets and these games will be an excellent guideline to
team management as to how the team is progressing. In fact there is an unstated belief
that the team can qualify from the section. Interesting summer days ahead but promotion
is first and foremost the number one prize!
TOURNAMENT HEYDAY. (contd. from p34)
county players. Their lineout was; Roddy Tierney; Jim Graham; Gerry Regan;
Ray McConville; Malachy McAfee; John Donnelly; PJ Diamond; Peter
Stevenson; Brian Lavery; Gerry Sweeney; Pat King; Sean Mulrine; Eugene
McIvor and Brian Trainor. Tempo Brian McCaffery; Tom Curran; Jim Breen;
Michael Breen; Damian Campbell; Eamon Doherty; Adrain Campbell; Seamus
McCusker; Phil Breen; Des Campbell; Artie Breen; Frank McCaffery; John
Owens; Gerry McNally and James Breen. Tempo won the final by five points to
four and in fact took the trophy with the astonishingly slim tally of approximately
thirteen points over the three games.
The Belfast college was managed by Jim McKeever the Derry legend.
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What’s In A Name?
The first name adopted by the club was Eire Ogs, a choice that was entirely in tune with
what was already the established practice of the time and indeed that practice has
continued throughout GAA history right up to the present. The lifespan of Eire Ogs was
to a brief one, something akin to a mayfly summer, and when a new club surfaced some
ten years later in 1917, a new name was introduced. This had the more intriguing
appellation of George Irvines.
This may have had a rather unlikely ring about it in the company of the more patriotic
sounding Emmets, Pearses, MacDonaghs, Raparees and Shamrocks but in one sense it
was not a surprising choice.George Irvine had an impeccable nationalist pedigree.
Born in Enniskillen, his great grand uncle had been president of the Volunteers who had
met in Dungannon in the 1780’s to demand an independent Irish Parliament. Irvine had
been imbued with that nationalist spirit and had been held prisoner after the 1916 rising.
He had addressed a major Sinn Fein and Feis in Tempo in the summer of 1917, the chair
on that occasion being held by Thos McCaffery, Letterbailey.
But the lifespan of George Irvines was to be pitifully short and by the time of a Mid
Ulster league meeting in May 1918, though Fr Cullinane of Tempo is named as a trustee,
there is no mention of George Irvines and the name is never again recorded.
The present day name of the club is Tempo Maguires and this has been in usage from
the 1920’s when a more fitful presence was managed. The choice of Maguires is not
surprising since the Irish medieval lords of Fermanagh, the Maguires, had estates in the
Tempo area, and after plantation they managed to retain some of this and a presence for
the bulk of two hundred years.
The official name of the ground is St Patrick’s Park. In 1957 when the first development
was undertaken, three names were proposed at a club meeting. St Bridgets and Blessed
Oliver Plunkett were the unsuccessful proposals. St Patricks was proposed by Tommy
Doherty and this was seconded by Phil McCarron.
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Tempo Variety Store
Tel: 028 895 41334

Leyland Paints
Wallpaper
D.I.Y.

Hardware
Power Tools etc.
Fancy Goods

Wishing Tempo Maguires
Every Success

Brian McCaffrey
Garvary, Enniskillen, Co. Fermanagh
Tel: 07900 991117 Garage: 028 6632 6075

Car Service & M.O.T.’s
All makes and models professionally serviced.

Best Wishes
to Tempo
G.F.C.
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Eugene
Howe
Architectural
Design Consultant
Private Housing
Commercial &
Industrial Design

Edenmore
Tempo
BT94 3AA
Tel: 028 8954 1416
Fax: 028 8954 1456
email: info@eugenehowe.com
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contracts

LT D .

◆ Civil Engineering Contractors
◆ Quarry Owners & Plant Hire
◆ Licensed Hauliers

Best Wishes
to
Coolcran, Tempo, County Fermanagh BT94 3FR
Tel: 028 8954 1215 Fax: 028 8954 5017
Quarry Tel: 028 8954 1666
email: jim.campbell@btclick.com
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C l ar k e
Suppliers of:

P. Clarke & Sons Ltd
Slushill, Lisnaskea, County Fermanagh Northern Ireland
Tel: 028 6772 1286 Fax: 028 6772 1207
from Eire: 048 6772 1286

❆

Ready Mix Concrete

❆

Concrete Blocks

❆

Crushed Stone

❆

Precast Concrete Products

❆

Asphalt & Bitmac

Specialists in:
❆

Asphalt & Bitumen

❆

Surfacing

❆

Civil Engineering and Utilities
Contracting

Best Wishes
to Tempo
G.F.C.
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Peter Bogue
Motor
Body
Repairs

Lower Mullanaskea,
Garvary,
Enniskillen,
Co. Fermanagh

Tel: 028 6632 4175
Mobile: 0777 1966521

Best of Luck
to Tempo G.F.C.
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RH

Rodgers
HOMES

Ltd.

40 Pubble Road
Tempo
County Fermanagh
BT94 3NB
Tel/Fax: 8954 1678
Mobile: 07775 812187

Best
Wishes to
Tempo
G.F.C.
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The Nally
Stand
Proprietors - Paul & Mairead McNally

late Tempo
u
ngrat
o
c
o
ke t
We Would li
of their new
pening
o
the
n
Maguire’s o
of
all the best
them
wish
pitch and
uture.
luck in the f

For the
Best Pint
over
the bar
Tel: 028 895 41774
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17 Glebe Road, Rasharkin
Tel: 028 2957 1281
Fax: 028 2957 1400

Congratulations to Tempo Maguires
on their excellent complex and playing facilities.

We are proud to be associated
with the supply and
erection of the new stand

Wishing
the Maguires
every success
in the future.
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TRACEY
Concrete

TRACEY CONCRETE LTD.
Old Rossorry Sligo Road, Enniskillen,
Co. Fermanagh BT74 7LF
Tel: 028 6632 6437 Fax: 028 6632 4908
(Replace 028 with 048 from Republic of Ireland)
Email: headoffice@traceyconcrete.com
Web: traceyconcrete.com

Precast Products and
Readymix Concrete
Tracey Concrete manufacture pre-cast products to the highest
quality. All drainage products are independently tested and
approved for kitemark to BS5911 and BSI.
Products manufactured include:
S & S Pipes (150mm to 2400mm dia)
Manhole Rings (900-2400)
Coverslabs, Guilles, Ogee Pipes, Kerbs, Flags,
Post and Rail Fencing, Cattle Slats,
Readymix Concrete and Ready-to-use Mortar
Q.S.R.M.C. approved Ready-Mix plant.

Quality in action

MAIN SPONSORS OF THE FERMANAGH TEAM
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For all year round reliability
nothing can match the

PRUNTYPITCH
Design
Construction
Renovation
Maintenance

Prunty Contracts Ltd.
Sports Ground and
Land Drainage Contractors.
Tel: 028 6773 8266
We are pleased to have been entrusted by
Tempo Maguires to construct their main pitch.
We would like to wish the club every success in the future
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The Crowning Achievement.
Eamon Doherty with New York Gold Cup 1970
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